
GEARGRID Mobile Hose 

Drying System 

Assembly Procedure 

 
Tools Required: 7/16” socket with ratchet, 7/16” box/open wrench, 1/8” hex allen 
wrench. 

 

Step 1: Locate clean level area on floor for assembly and lay cardboard from shipping 

carton down to protect units. 

 

Step 2: Locate the (3) three upright supports. Each support is marked with a I, II, or III on 

the bottom side between the caster support sockets. Support #I will be located on the left 

end of the unit, support #II in the center of the unit and support # III on the right end.  

 

Step 3: With caster sockets resting on the floor, position upright supports #I, #II and #III 

about five feet from each other. Fasten lower shelf to each side of supports using 

enclosed ¼” x 2-1/4” bolts with lock washers and nuts. Make sure the round tubing 

edge of the shelf faces out and the back shelf lip points up. Insert bolts with head 

facing toward outside of unit and do not tighten bolts at this time. Repeat this procedure 

with all other shelves working from the bottom of the unit up. 

 

Step 4: After all shelves are installed, securely tighten all bolts. 

 

 

Step 5: Tip entire unit up so that the three caster sockets on one side clear the floor 

enough to allow the casters to be inserted into the sockets. Insert and tighten the 1/8” hex 
allen screws in each socket to secure the casters.  

Lock the brakes on the installed casters prior to tipping the unit to install the casters 

on the opposite side. Install the remaining casters as detailed above. Check casters for 

freedom of movement. 

 

Step 6: Insert plastic caps into the open tube ends on the upright supports. Double check 

all bolts for tightness. 

 

Step 7: Load your wet hose! 

 

 

 

 


